We experimentally characterize the mode dependent characteristics of Rayleigh backscattering (RB) arising in various two-mode fibers (TMFs). With the help of an all-fiber photonic lantern, we are able to measure the RB power at individual modes. Consequently, mode dependent power distribution of RB light caused by arbitrary forward propagation mode superposition can be obtained. The total RB power of the TMFs under test is higher than that of single mode fiber by at least 2 dB over the C band. Meanwhile, the RB light occurs among all guided modes in the TMFs with specific power ratios. The experimental characterization agrees well with the theoretical calculations.
Introduction
As one of dominant linear characteristics of optical fibers, Rayleigh backscattering (RB) results from small scale inhomogeneities of the local electric susceptibility, which act as induced dipole oscillators [1, 2] . Many applications based on the RB arising in optical fibers have been widely explored, such as optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) [3] , optical fiber pipeline safety monitoring [4] , distributed acoustic sensing [5] . However, when it comes to fiber optical bi-directional transmission, RB becomes one of the dominant impairment sources [6] [7] [8] [9] . Recently, few-mode fiber (FMF) has been widely investigated to avoid the capacity crunch of single mode fiber (SMF) [10] [11] [12] [13] . Mode division multiplexing (MDM) transmission using the FMF can effectively increase the capacity of SMF by N times through the utilization of parallel spatial modes as independent information channels [14, 15] . As a new application, FMF is proposed for passive optical networks (PON) due to its potential to maximize the loss budget and the number of optical network units (ONUs). Two-mode fiber (TMF) based PON has been experimentally demonstrated [16] [17] [18] [19] . Therefore, RB arising in the TMF needs careful analysis, because it brings transmission impairment for upstream data transmission. The RB in the SMF has been comprehensively investigated in early years, both theoretically and experimentally [1, 20] . For multi-mode fibers (MMFs), the mode dependent power distribution of RB was experimentally found to be determined by the forward propagation mode [21] . Then, theoretical investigation was performed with an assumption of mode continuum for strongly-coupled MMF [22] . In such MMF, the RB is found to equally propagate among all the guided modes. However, the currently used TMF differs from traditional MMF, because the structure parameters are specially designed in order to optimize the mode profile and differential mode group delay (DMGD) [23, 24] . As a result, the RB of TMF should have specific mode dependent characteristics. Although some work on the characterization of RB arising in the FMF have been reported recently [25, 26] , the mode dependent characteristics of RB in the FMF are not comprehensively investigated. The backscattering power and corresponding mode dependent power distribution, as well as the relationship with specific forward propagation mode in various kinds of FMFs, still need to be explored. Moreover, the mode crosstalk induced by the mode division multiplexer should be taken into account. Generally, the backscattering power and the recapture factor are two commonly used parameters to evaluate the RB arising in SMF [2] . However, for the FMF case, such two parameters are not able to illuminate the mode dependent characteristics. Therefore, we define two new parameters, the RB power ratio and the relative mode dependent power (RMDP) to illustrate the RB power value and corresponding power distribution among the guided modes. The RB power ratio is defined as the ratio of the received RB power to the input power at a specific mode. Meanwhile, the RMDP is defined as the ratio of the RB power at individual higher order mode to the RB power at LP 01 mode. Recently, we have theoretically investigated the mode dependent characteristics of RB in weakly-coupled FMF [27] . The RB power ratio and the RMDP are found to be sensitive to the mode profile of forward propagation light. However, such two parameters are challenging to quantitatively characterize through experiment, due to the limitation of precisely selective mode excitation. As the development of mode division multiplexers, all-fiber photonic lantern (PL) [28, 29] makes the measurement of RB arising in the FMF much easier, if we can get the power transfer matrix of PL and successfully suppress the Fresnel reflection from the facet.
In this paper, we propose an easy implementation to precisely characterize the mode dependent characteristics of RB light in various kinds of TMFs. With the help of all-fiber PL, we experimentally characterize the total RB power ratio and the RMDP, when the light propagates at individual modes. After obtaining the power transfer matrix of the PL, we are able to mitigate the mode crosstalk of the PL. Three type of TMFs are explored, including the TMFs with positive and negative DMGDs, as well as large effective TMF. The influence of forward propagation mode on the RB light is illustrated for three kinds of TMFs. Finally, we compare the experimental characterization with the theoretical calculations, based on our recently proposed theoretical model. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The output of a distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode (LD) is launched into the PL via an optical fiber circulator. A polarization controller (PC) is used to optimize the state of polarization (SOP) of the fundamental mode, before we complete mode selective conversion by the PL. The used PL is a 3-port device from Phoenix Photonics with a power transfer matrix T 3PL , as shown in Eq. (1), where R k_j is the conversion efficiency of mode j (k = 1, 2, 3; j = 01, 11a, 11b), when we launch power at the input port k. The mode selectivity, which is defined as the power ratio of the power of expected mode to the power of all unexpected modes in dB form, is used to evaluate the performance of the PL. At the operation wavelength of 1550nm, the measured mode selectivity of PL is 16.80dB, 16 .54dB, and 14.77dB for LP 01 , LP 11a , and LP 11b , respectively. Then, the TMF under test is fusion spliced to the few-mode output end of the PL. The mode pattern can be monitored by an infrared charge coupled device (CCD) camera at the output end of the TMF. When we launch the continuous wave (CW) laser at the port 1 of the PL with an input power of P in , the RB light can be collected from all three SMF input ports. Thus, we can separately detect the power by an optical power meter, which is defined as a vector of P d_1 , as shown in Eq. (2). The superscript T represents the matrix transpose operation. The three elements P d_1_k (k = 1, 2, 3) are the corresponding power detected from individual SMF input port. Then we launch power at port 2 of the PL and follow the same procedure to obtain power vector P d_2 .
Experimental setup and operation principles
Next we calculate the RB power ratio and the RMDP according to the detected power vectors and the power transfer matrix of the PL. Irrespective of the PL being mode selective or non-mode selective, the light propagates through the TMF under a combination of LP 01 mode and LP 11 mode. For the used PL, the power of forward LP 01 mode and LP 11 mode is determined by Eq. (3), when the DFB laser is connected to the input port i. Normally, both LP 11a and LP 11b mode superpose as one LP 11 mode in the TMF. Therefore, it is only necessary to characterize LP 11 mode, instead of discussing two spatially degenerate LP 11 modes independently.
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The RB power at individual mode before propagating back to the PL can be obtained from Eq. (4), according to the power transfer matrix of the PL. P RB_i_01 , P RB_i_11a , and P RB_i_11b are the powers of RB light at LP 01 , LP 11a , and LP 11b mode, respectively. Thus the power of RB light at the LP 11 mode is P RB_i_11 (P RB_i_11 = P RB_i_11a + P RB_i_11b ).
Since RB is a linear property of FMF, the RB power, when the forward light propagates in arbitrary combination of the two modes, is simply the superposition of the RB power caused by both forward LP 01 mode and forward LP 11 mode. Therefore, it is meaningful to obtain the total RB power ratio and the RMDP, when only one designated mode is stimulated. When we launch power at one SMF input port, both LP 01 mode and LP 11 mode are excited with individual efficiency, because the mode selectivity of the PL is limited. In such case, the calculated RB power from Eq. (4) is the sum of the RB power caused by the forward propagation of both LP 01 mode and LP 11 mode. Here we introduce the parameter of RB power ratio, which is defined as the RB power at individual mode over the power of specific forward propagation mode. When the forward propagation light is LP 01 mode alone, the RB mode ratios of backward LP 01 mode and backward LP 11 mode are t 01_01 and t 01_11 , respectively. Similarly, the RB mode ratios of backward LP 01 mode and LP 11 mode are t 11_01 and t 11_11 , respectively, when the forward light is at LP 11 mode. According to the linear superposition theory, Eq. (5) presents the relationship between the RB power ratio and the calculated RB power at individual mode. Obviously, we can derive t m_n (m = 01, 11; n = 01, 11) according to Eq. (5) . Finally, we can calculate the total RB power ratio and corresponding RMDP from the obtained t m_n , as shown in Eqs. (6) and (7) . Larger value of t m_n equals to higher RB power, indicating more percent of the forward light is scattered and recaptured by the fiber and propagates back to the input end. Due to the low propogation loss of TMF, the two parameters becomes saturated when the TMF is longer than 25 km. Especially, the stable value of the RB power ratio has the same value as the recapture factor defined in [27] . Furthermore, such procedure can be further extended to the RB measurement of FMF with more higher order modes, as well as to the situation of optical pulse input to measure the RB at discrete point along the fiber. 
Experimental results and discussions
In this paper, we measure the RB arising in three kinds of TMFs with different mode properties, including the TMF with positive DMGD, the TMF with negative DMGD, and the TMF with large effective area. The detailed information of the TMFs under test is shown in Table 1 . The first two are conventional TMFs which are utilized in current MDM transmission experiments [30] , while the third one is specially designed TMF with large effective area to reduce impairment of nonlinearity. Initially, a short piece of TMF (2 m long) is fusion spliced to the output end of the PL. The output mode patterns captured by a CCD camera are shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(c) when we launch power from the three SMF input ports independently. The observed mode selectivity is about 16.75dB, 16.51dB, and 14.73dB for the three input ports, respectively. Then we spliced 29.98 km long TMF to the PL, the corresponding output mode patterns are shown in Figs. 2(d) -2(f). When we launch power at port 1, for the purpose of LP 01 mode generation, the mode selectivity difference between the output of 2-m TMF and that of 29.98-km TMF is 4.5%, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d). When we launch power at port 2, for the purpose of LP 11a mode generation, no difference is observed except for the orientation rotation, as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e). The mode selectivity difference is 4.86%. However, since two LP 11 modes after long TMF transmission are no longer orthogonal, as shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), we can conclude that the mode coupling between two LP 11 modes with orthogonal orientations is very strong. In order to suppress the reflection from the splicing point and the Fresnel reflection from the far-end facet of the TMF, we cleave the TMF with an angle of more than 5°, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Furthermore, since only single mode fiber (SMF) is used before the mode selective conversion by photonic lantern, we have done the fusion splicing of SMF to mitigate possbile Fresnel reflection. For the characterization of TMF with positive DMGD, we first set the operation wavelength at 1550nm. When the forward light propagates at LP 01 mode, the total RB power ratio of the TMF is measured to be −30dB, which is around 1 dB higher than the case of forward LP 11 mode propagation. When we change the input power, the corresponding total RB power ratios are shown in Fig. 3(a) . For the ease of comparision, we measure the total RB power ratio of the SMF as a reference. Obviously, the RB in the TMF is higher than that in the SMF by at least 2 dB. When the operation wavelength is swept over the C band, the total RB power ratios only have fluctuation of less than 0.89dB, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . For the TMF, the total RB power is determined by the forward propagation mode. Moroever, the fundamental mode at forward propagation generates stronger RB power than that of the LP 11 mode over the C band. The SMF has weaker RB power compared with the TMF with positive DMGD under test. Next we carry out characterization by another two types of TMFs. One is the TMF with negative DMGD and the other is the TMF with large effective area whose detailed information is described in Table 1 . The total RB power ratio is shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , when the forward light propagates at LP 01 mode and LP 11 mode, respectively. The results indicate that the three TMFs under test have different total RB power ratios. The TMF with positive DMGD and the TMF with negative DMGD have almost the same effective area of 96 m 2 for both LP 01 mode and LP 11 mode. However, the total RB power of the TMF with positive DMGD is higher than that of the TMF with negative DMGD. Compared with the SMF, both have higher total RB power ratios irrespective of the forward propagation mode. The TMF with large effective area under test has lower RB power than that of the TMF with small effective area. When the forward light propagates at LP 01 mode, the total RB power ratio is higher than that of the SMF by 0.4~0.7 dB. However, when the forward light is at LP 11 mode, the total RB power ratio is lower than that of the SMF by around 1 dB. The total RB power is mainly determined by the power distribution of the forward propagation modes. Larger effective area means that the transverse field extends further away from the center of the fiber. Thus, the power density at the core becomes weak. According to the statistic model of the inhomogeneities, the mode with dense power distribution at the core has greater recapture factor of the backward Rayleigh scattering [2] . We believe this is the reason why the RB power of the TMF with larger effective area is lower than that of the TMF with smaller effective area. Meanwhile, both the TMF with positive DMGD and the TMF with negative DMGD have a graded refractive index profile with different parameter. Although two kinds of TMFs have almost the same effective area, the TMF with positive DMGD has larger parameter than that of the TMF with negative DMGD, indicating of higher density of the Germanium doping at the core area [13] . Consequently, the inhomogeneity at the core region is more severe than that of the TMF with negative DMGD. Therefore, the TMF with positive DMGD has a little bit larger RB power, compared with the TMF with negative DMGD.
Next we focus on the mode dependent power distribution of RB light for the three types of TMFs under test, and the measured RMDP is shown in Fig. 5 . The legend "P", "N", and "L" represents the fiber with positive DMGD, negative DMGD, and large effective area, respectively, while "-01" and "-11" mean the scenarios of forward light propagation at LP 01 and LP 11 mode, respectively. When RMDP is larger than 1.0, the backscattering light propagates mainly at the fundamental mode, while the RMDP of smaller than 1.0 indicates that the RB light exists mainly at LP 11 mode. Moreover, the RB light is found to propagate at every guided mode of the TMF with different power proportions. In particular, the mode having the same mode profile with the forward propagation one has the largest power proportion. When the forward light propagates at the fundamental mode, more than 50% of the RB power exists in LP 01 mode (RMDP>1.0). On the contrary, when the forward light is in LP 11 mode, the percentage of RB power in LP 01 mode is smaller than 33% (RMDP≤0.5). Interestingly, the TMF with positive DMGD and the TMF with negative DMGD almost have the same RMDP curve, although they have different total RB power. However, the TMF with large effective area has different results. The RMDP difference between two guided modes is larger than that of the TMFs with smaller effective area. Although the mode dependent power distribution is different due to various fiber refractive index profiles, the backscattering light always propagates mainly at the mode, which is the same with the forward one. Finally we compare the experimental results with the theoretical calculations [27] . When the operation wavelength is swept over the C band, the experimentally obtained total RB power agrees well with the theoretical ones for all the TMFs under test, as shown in Figs. 6(a)-6(f). Especially for the SMF, the experimental results and the theoretical ones are almost the same. Taking the TMF with positive DMGD as an example, the comparisons are shown in Fig. 6(a) . The largest deviations between the experimental total RB power ratios and theoretical ones are 0.74dB, 0.63dB, and 0.34dB, under condition of LP 01 mode forward propagation, LP 11 mode forward propagation, and SMF propagation, respectively. As for the mode dependent power distribution, the RMDP deviation is a little larger. The theoretical RMDP overestimates the experimental ones, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . When the light propagates forward at the fundamental mode, the deviation is about 15% over the C band. However, when the forward light propagates at LP 11 mode, the deviation is around 18%. The deviation mainly comes from the state of polarization (SOP) imperfection of the input light. Since LP 11 mode is a linearly polarized mode in the TMF, we need to adjust the SOP of input light to be linearly polarized when we measure the power transfer matrix of the PL. If the SOP of input light is not linearly polarized, the measured power transfer matrix has a fluctuation accordingly. When we carry out the RB measurement, the SOP of input light may deviate from the perfect linear polarization. Therefore, the obtained total RB power ratio and corresponding RMDP by Eqs. (5)-(7) have a small deviation from the theoretical calculations. 
Conclusions
We have experimentally characterized the mode dependent characteristics of RB light arising in various TMFs with different structure parameters, with the help of all-fiber PL. By applying the power transfer matrix, we are able to deal with the mode crosstalk induced by the PL. The mode dependent power distribution of RB light is found to be determined by the forward propagation mode. The RB light in the TMF with small effective area is stronger than that of the SMF by at least 2dB. Moreover, the RB light is found to occur at all guided modes in the TMF with individual power proportions. The RB light with the same mode profile of forward propagation mode has largest power than other guided modes. The experimental characterization agrees well with the theoretical calculations. The deviation of total RB power ratio is smaller than 0.74dB, while the maximum RMDP deviation is found to be around 18%.
